Abstract-For its bright prospect, P2P media streaming technology has been gaining increasing attention during the past decades. In contrast with the centralized applications, P2P media streaming applications are more effective in low-cost and high scalability. Nevertheless, it is still a tough and challenging work to guarantee high QoS (Quality of Service). To begin with, the basic concepts of P2P media steaming are introduced, including its research objectives, major problems, critical techniques and the related architecture. Then, the involved techniques, ranges from the transmission and optimization for P2P media streaming, data processing and data security for P2P media streaming, which will limit various performances of media streaming are analyzed and discussed. Meanwhile, the pros and cons of these techniques are scrutinized. Finally, the future researches are outlined in this field.
I. INTRODUCTION
Napster, the earliest P2P media streaming system and the first P2P file-sharing system, was developed in 1999.Its emergence opened the new era of research and development for P2P technology. Soon after that, myriads of similar systems were springing up, such as Gnutella, KazaA, Bittorrent, and so forth. However, these systems are part of the first generation application of P2P media streaming, its next generation is the video transmission systems, which involve video conferences, Video-on-Demand (VoD), online games, video chat, video telephones, etc. All these applications can be classified into live video streaming and VoD. The former became popular after the development of CoolStreaming [1] , PPLive in 2004, and made great success in two years. Most of attention, since then, has been transferred to the more challenging VoD applications. There are many differences between VoD and live video streaming, especially from the number of resources, content sources, watching habit, sensitivity to end-to-end delay, and interaction of different users [2] . Broadly, live video streaming is just the specific application of VoD, while all the VoDs in this paper which are not explained can be defined narrowly. Currently, PPLive, PPStream and UUSee are the up-to-date industrial VoD applications, the relating technologies are still continuously upgrading.
Although the applications of P2P media streaming have made great success, many disadvantages such as high consume of bandwidth, large volume of storage, long service time, instability of users, real-time requirement as well as the heterogeneity of network, and the like, make it still face the following challenges: data distributing effectively, admission control, QoS assurance, system safe model and incentive mechanisms. Meanwhile, the existing P2P media streaming requires a high QoS on bandwidth, packet loss, time delay, jitter as well. However, existing applications does not meet user requirements to ensure timely video, integrity, continuity and interaction. Consequently, further researches still need to focus on guaranteeing the QoS in the large scale of media streaming application. Based on these perspectives, the related researches and the state of the art fruits on it will be discussed, and future works are outlined.
The organization of the paper is as follows: the involved conceptions, the research objectives, contents and architecture are given and formally described in section2; the related technologies in P2P media streaming, which range from nodes selection, organization and location, scheduling of media data, flow balance and congestion control are discussed in section3; media streaming data processing technologies are presented in section 4, which include data-encoding, data redundancy and recovery strategies; while the P2P media streaming secure technologies are surveyed in section 5; the conclusion and future researches are summarized in section.II. BASIC CONCEPT OF QOS FOR P2P MEDIA STREAMING
A. Research Goal of QoS for P2P Media Streaming
Traditional QoS refers to the service requirement which was involved by IP routing. It aims to improve the throughput and maximize the utilization of the network, and usually is measured by bandwidth, delay, jitter, as well as packet loss, etc. To ensure the QoS, many techniques are used, such as resource reservation protocols (RSVP), differential services (DiffServ) and multiprotocol label switching (MPLS), etc. However, the QoS of media streaming, especially for the VoD application, can hardly be guaranteed just by these mechanisms.
Analyzing the media streaming transactions from characteristics, we find that the QoS of P2P media streaming systems should also include server load, play startup delay, playback quality (i.e., continuity and integrality), support interaction with VCR, etc. Thereby, the research goal of P2P media streaming is to improve service capacity of provider and enjoyment of users.
B. Key Problems and Technologies
Construction and maintenance of network topology, multicast protocols in application layer, coding, distribution(such as redundancy strategy, pre-fetch strategy) of video information, security management of media streaming, and P2P incentive mechanisms are some aspects of the core technologies for ensuring QoS of P2P media streaming.
On one hand, to meet the requirements of large volume of dataflow and long service time for media streaming application, which are on the basis of resources dynamic change, the QoS of P2P media streaming have to effectively utilize the technologies of the existing overlay network [3] , application level multicast [4] , data processing, etc. to effectively implement the transmission of P2P streaming data, apply data redundancy strategy [5] , coding technology to optimize data transmission, and use content authentication, trust model [7] , access control to improve security On the other hand, for the application of P2P media streaming, perhaps, there is a gap between access rate of user terminal and user behavior of VoD. Accordingly, it is significant to adapt various network platforms, such as CATV network, ATM network or internet network, and it is also critical to analyze the behaviors of users, mine the meaningful behavior pattern to ameliorate playback quality.
In accordance with data transport layer, the construction and maintenance of the topology for media streaming nodes is the primary problem, since the structure of topology will influence the consequent data scheduling and redundancy strategy, and directly impact the distribution efficiency. Usually, in the light of scheduling methods, topology can be categorized as: scheduling of single multicast tree, multiple multicast trees and mesh multicast tree. According to storage location and transmission path of media streaming, it can be classified into: single source single path, single source multiple paths, multiple sources single path and multiple sources multiple paths. While on the basis of the approach of building overlay network, it can be divided into: mesh-first, tree-first, and implicit. Meanwhile, it touches upon the following issues: (1) the selection, location and organization of nodes, such as, selecting a node to act as sever for transmission, quickly and effectively search the appropriate parent nodes, and reconstruction of the topology. (2) Keeping system robustness when many nodes join or leave system randomly. (3) Recovering the interrupted nodes effectively is the key problem.
At the stage of data transmission, the first task is to ensure the reliability and quality, the second is to guarantee its security. The essence of the former is how to control the media streaming transmission quality. How to correctly schedule data to obtain a real-time transmission is an pivotal problem, because of its short start time, continuity, low jitter and support of VCR; How to encode is an important problem so as to reduce the data volume of transmission; How to design a control protocol with excellent scalability is critical to the P2P media streaming systems as well, since the construction of multicast tree rests on the control protocols. Therefore, the adaptability, load balance and congestion control of data transmission are hot spots. The latter involves access control of P2P media streaming. The measures ensuring security consist of content authentication access, data block signature, the admission control when the server arrives specific load. Overall, how to verify the correctness and validity of data blocks, detect and resist attacks from malicious nodes need to solve in P2P VoD system. Attention should be paid to the protection of copyright as well.
At the stage of data processing, P2P media streaming must equip with effective data redundancy (pre-fetch and replace) and distribution (data caching and duplication) strategy. To achieve usability for random videos (popular or unpopular) and random network location with less overhead (such as storage and bandwidth), the former requires synthetically considering the approach of pre-fetch and replacing, in accordance with users' behavior. The latter need to consider how to cache and copy data, for instance, where it begins to cache data, how long it will be stored, and which part of data should be cached with high priority, and copy data from which nodes, etc. Thus, to optimize the data distribution on different nodes according to users' behavior is worthy to be studied in future.
In sum, by introduction of these technologies, the QoS for P2P media streaming has application-oriented and high-integrated features, which emphasizes on exploration in the organization of topology, data distribution and management.
C. Architecture
The research of QoS for P2P media streaming and the related technologies is an all-round and systematical issue, and the support of multiple technologies and researches are necessary. The abstract model of its architecture is showed in Figure 1 . The whole QoS architecture consists of media streaming distribution, P2P measurement, P2P security management, and user management, where P2P media streaming distribution comprises overlay network, P2P data transmission and P2P data processing, respectively. P2P media streaming distribution module, which based on the distributed hash table (DHT) overlay network, is the heart of the whole system. Although the researches on it are abundant, such as CAN [3] , Chord [8] , Pastry [9] , Tapestry [10] , however the information retrieval to support content and semantic search, and adapt multiple topologies (centralized, distributed flooding and DHT) are still deserving of further study. The appearance of overlay network has brought headache for distributing packets, which is closely bounded up with data distribution, data transmission and data processing, and so forth technologies. With the target of reducing retransmission, data distribution mainly apply content distribution network (CDN) to distribute the packets to the places near users. Nowadays, however, the application prospect of CDN is hardly optimistic, owing to its high cost and low scalability. So in order to improve transmission efficiency, multicast technology is imperative. But this technology is not supported by the general routers, because it is usually implemented in application layer in P2P media streaming systems, say application layer multicast (ALM) technology. The crux of multicast is making sure P2P network nodes receive data from which nodes and forward to which one, then form an effective topology. Actually, the data processing happens during the media streaming transmission, and optimization is the main function of data processing component, which embodies data redundancy (duplication redundancy, cache management, etc.), data storage and data coding, with the aim to satisfy the VoD requirement from users.
P2P measurement module and P2P security management module play a vital role in the course of media streaming distribution; they also have direct bearing with the efficiency of distribution. The measurements of the topology and stream characteristics for P2P streaming are surveyed in [11] , and it compared the existing technologies with each other. Notwithstanding, the related research is still unfledged. P2P security management is a significant component to the whole P2P media streaming.
The user management module in the top layer contains incentive mechanisms, behavior management and reputation management of users, which is the organic ingredient of QoS architecture. In the P2P system, users often hope to gain the service without serving others, this behavior is called as free-riding, it extremely impact the QoS of the whole system. Therefore, some incentive approaches are needed to address it. Additionally, the mining of the rules about user behaviors and the management of their reputations are beneficial to the advancement of the QoS for media streaming.
III. TRANSMISSION AND OPTIMIZATION FOR P2P
MEDIA STREAMING From the observation of macro-aspect, P2P media streaming transmission involves media streaming compression, data scheduling and transmission control. Media streaming compression is a relatively mature technology, which aims to reduce the volume of transmission in large-scale network, without sacrificing certain quality. It includes temporal redundancy, spatial redundancy, statistical redundancy and psychological redundancy. While, the purpose of data scheduling is to cut down the retransmission during routing and promote the overall throughput of network, the core technology is multicast technology, which can be grouped into IP multicast and application layer multicast. IP multicast is carried out in IP layer, needs the support from router, and is difficult to be implemented. Presently, the application layer multicast is broadly utilized, which implements multicast in the application layer of network nodes. Transmission control consists of flow load balance, congestion control, bandwidth adaptation and video smoothing technology, and other related technologies.
A. Location,Selection and Organization of Nodes
In respect of lower level, the essential problem for P2P media streaming transmission application is the location, selection and organization of nodes. Owing to the real-time requirement of media streaming, the applications call for quick and precise location. Traditionally, location method comprises centralized directory management (such as Napster, DirectStream [12] ), flooding (such as GnuStream) and DHT-based overlay network. The first is vulnerable to performance bottleneck and low scalability; The second will significantly increase network traffic and reduce the efficiency of the network ; however, the last method is compelling, since its location overhead is just O(logN), where N denotes the total number of the nodes in network. The selection of nodes is another important problem, it depends on the QoS requirement of media streaming systems, for example, servers always select the nodes with high-bandwidth and excellent CPU performance; to decrease the delay, session links should be built with the geographically adjacent nodes; and out of the consideration of system stability, the nodes with longer online time (it can be measured by historical data) are more optional. Apparently, node selection hinges on related QoS metrical data. For instance, PROMISE [13] contains end-to-end and topology-aware selection mechanism. Besides, there are some other selection mechanisms, such as historical behavior-based selection of users and economic principle-based selection, etc.
The essence of organization for P2P nodes is how to reasonably organize the topology which is established by P2P media streaming transmission. The topology has the characteristics as follows: (1) the hops between server and destination nodes are usually few, to reduce the transmission delay; (2) under the condition of failure for some nodes, the P2P system can find a substitute to continue the transmission service rapidly (nodes backup or searching a new one can work well); (3) the load among the whole network nodes should be kept balance, in order to improve transmission efficiency and avoid performance bottleneck; (4) for the disparities of requested service time among variety of nodes, those with similar request content and near request time should be grouped together to form a transmission link.
B. Media Streaming Data Scheduling
To ensure the continuity, real-time and timing of media streaming data that received by users, design a reasonable and effective media streaming data scheduling algorithm is crucial in the large-scale, broadly distributed, high dynamical and heterogeneous P2P network, which primarily involves two aspects of problems: One is how to build and maintain multicast trees, because the new participants should be notified from which nodes they can fetch the required data. Another is the selection of scheduling manner, such as push, pull or the hybrid pattern.
(1) Building and Maintenance of Multicast Tree
For the building of application layer multicast tree, three types of topologies are involved: single multicast tree, multiple multicast trees, and mesh multicast tree. The peer nodes are organized as two kinds of topologies: control topology and data transmission topology. The former is also called mesh, whose stability is improved by perpetual information exchanges between the members. The latter, which usually is a part of mesh, named as tree either, the data transmission paths in the multicast protocols are constituted by them. The establishments of multicast trees are achieved by maintenance of local information collaboratively for nodes, such as Narada [4] , NICE [14] . According to the building procedure of multicast trees overlay network, it can be classified as tree-first multicast, mesh-first multicast, and implicit multicast. Tree-first multicast builds data topology before control topology, while the constructing procedure of mesh-first multicast is exactly opposite of it; But implicit multicast builds the trees without any fixed order. In the light of relationship between receiver and transmitter, multicast trees can be divided into one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many [15] .
On the purpose of building a scalable and fault-tolerable application multicast tree, the following key issues must be addressed: (1) how to create a distributed multicast tree on overlay network. (2) how to make the multicast algorithms and overlay network adapt the dynamic network with high fault-tolerance, for example, processing node join and exit, link failure or congestion. (3) how to organize large-scale peer nodes, and monitor their dynamical variation. Application layer multicast protocols can measure the efficiency of protocols according to the quality of data transmission paths, which includes three performance indicators (stress, stretch, and node degree), robustness of overlay network and control overhead [14] . a) Single multicast tree protocols: SpreadIt、ZIAZAG、 NICE, etc.
Single multicast tree only has a single transmission path, and every node just joins in a single tree, so all the nodes share data issued from the same channel of the server. Its advantages are that simple, node joining and leaving affect only a small number of other node, users can control the maximum out-degree and choose the parents on the basis of the delay or bandwidth-first strategies. Its disadvantages are that the leave or failure of one certain node will lead to the interruption of its successors which will further impact the playback quality and it demands to detect and avoid the loops.
SpreadIt [16] is the earliest prototype of single multicast tree protocol, when node S joins the system, it will recursively search multicast tree from the root node, until finding the one which can provide enough bandwidth to S, then set the node as the parent of S. If the current node P cannot meet the requirement, then redirect S's request to the children of P. The strategies for redirection range from: sequentially circulating selection, random selection, nearest selection, replace selection and best-bandwidth selection, etc. When a node is leaving the network system, it will send a logout message to its parent, and notify all the children to join in P's parent or rejoin the system. When a node is failed, system will regularly send heartbeat packet to check the existing situation of all nodes' parents. SpreadIt belongs to tree-first application layer multicast, firstly, it will choose the parents in the same group to form a data transmission topology, then the structure, which formed by every nodes and their control nodes, will connect to data transmission nodes to build the control topology. Multicast protocol NICE [14] divides the nodes in the multicast tree into several clusters which are in given ranges; each cluster elects a node as the head, then the heads will be continually divided. This process will be repeated until all the nodes are divided into multiple clusters and the top layer will be regarded as the source. The disadvantages of NICE are: (1) the higher layer nodes have heavier load; (2) the unbalance of the tree. The multicast tree will counter with bottleneck, when the number of nodes is huge. ZIGZAG [17] multicast protocol is similar to NICE, but its each cluster contains a vice head additionally. The head is used to monitor the correlation between the members in the same cluster, and vice head is in the charge of data transmission, the degree of nodes in ZIGZAG multicast tree is O(k), the height of the tree is O(log k N), which equates with the height of tree in NICE, where k is a given parameter, N is the number of nodes in multicast tree. Both ZIGZAG and NICE are part of implicit multicast pattern, because their overlay network are built implicitly.
How to limit the influence, caused by the failure or leave of nodes, to the transmission efficiency is another pivotal problem which should be taken into account. Frequently used methods are: backup of parents [18] , patching flow [19] , and the like. The former needs to backup the parent for every child, so that it can actively rebuild the multicast tree when it is interrupted. The latter utilizes Patching flow to complement the interrupted dataflow, so as to recover the data transmission function of the multicast tree quickly. However, beside the regularly transmitted dataflow, multicast trees include numbers of other Patching flow which is delayed for some periods after start time. When some nodes is failed or interrupted, the nodes whose service are influenced will send an article of the same Patching stream and rejoin the multicast tree to restore the operation data transmission services to continue until the Patching streams were cut off again. So, how to avoid the loop in multicast trees is also a key issue. Yoid [20] was implemented by introduction of loop detecting and avoiding mechanism, while HMTP [21] was carried out based on the looping detecting and eliminating mechanism.
b) Multiple multicast trees protocols: Narada, CollectCast, CoopNet, SplitStream, Bayeux, CAN-Multicast
There are multiple multicast trees in this protocol, its advantages are the reinforcement for the failure and load balance; it can utilize the DHT technology which is the tree-like logical structure and MDC (Multiple Description Coding) simultaneously. But it brings the increasing of complexity and overhead either; These protocols can be divided into: ① Based on mesh-first multicast tree protocols, such as Narada [4] ; ② The protocols are built by introduction of MDC, such as CoopNet [23] and SplitStream [24] ;
The implicit multicast protocols which work on DHT platforms, such as SplitStream, Bayeux [25] and CAN-multicast [26] ; Multiple sender single receiver multicast protocols, such as CoopNet [23] and CollectCast [13] .
Narada [4] is one of the earliest application layer multicast protocols, it adopted self-organizing and fully distributed design method to build the overlay network, it belongs to mesh-first multicast protocols. To maintain the robustness of multicast tree, Narada needs to exchange information with other nodes regularly for recovering the interrupted links. Accordingly, it need O(N 2 ) control overhead, so that it is just seasoned with the small-scale P2P media streaming system, such as video conferences. Narada used distance vector algorithms to build spanning trees on mesh, and then forwarded data according to these spanning trees. CoopNet [23] , the earliest media streaming distributing protocol which is based on multicast tree, makes use of MDC to encode the video programs on the server, it will generate multiple MDC offspring streams, and each of them transmits data by an independent multicast tree. When a new arrival is joining the system, it can choose one multicast tree; SplitStream protocol bears a general resemblance to CoopNet, it adopts MDC either, but the disparity is: each Peer in SplitStream acts as the intermediate node in a single multicast tree, while serves as leaf in other multicast trees. This change will limit the impact to other nodes when some nodes fail or leave the system. SplitStream works on the large-scale, distributed application multicast infrastructure Scribe [24] , which found on Pastry architecture. CoopNet and SplitStream make full use of the bandwidth resource on each node via multiple multicast trees, and improve playback quality through MDC technology.
Besides SplitStream, which based on DHT technology, Bayeux [25] and CAN-MultiCast [26] are based on Tapstery and CAN, correspondingly. In fact, three DHT algorithms: Pastry, Tapstry and CAN, themselves contain tree-like logical topology. The main differences among them focus on routing strategy and searching patterns: Pastry implements routing searching based on prefix matching, while Tapstery uses suffix matching, CAN adopts virtual d-dimension Cartesian space partition method, but all these methods are based on the idea of super-cube. When DHT was used as a basic platform by these application layer multicast protocols, the advantages of DHT topology can be fully utilized: the excellent scalability, robustness, precise location mechanism, load balance, self-organizing ability, etc. However, their disadvantages are: that DHT are not designed for application layer multicast, so the forwarding delay cause by the intermediate nodes which are not the participants will be increasing, thus it will reduce the efficiency of P2P system. Different from the single sender multiple receiver multicast tree protocols, such as Narada, SplitStream, Bayeux and CAN-multicast, CollectCast [13] and CoopNet [23] belong to multiple sender single receiver multicast protocols, which are typically used in the wireless environment, where limited wireless terminals can be introduced for media streaming transmission, such as PDA, cellphone. PROMISE [13] , a multicast system which is based on CollectCast protocol can be executed on any basic networks. It chooses a part of nodes with higher transmission performance as active sender set, and the others are viewed as standby sender set. The forward error correction (FEC) technology is adapted in this protocol to increase the redundancy of video coding, so as to improve the fault-tolerance of the overall system. Unlike the standard multiple sender protocols, say CollectCast, CoopNet uses one or a group of severs to implement multicast tree protocols, so it is a part of hybrid multiple sender multiple receiver multicast protocols. c) Mesh-based multicast tree protocols: CoolStreaming and Prime
There are no static network topologies between Peers in the mesh-based multicast trees, since their common characteristic is when a node is joining the system, it will choose multiple peers to serve as its neighbors, and every node will exchange meta-data with its neighbors regularly. Based on the process, data scheduling strategies will be executed on each node timely, to ensure both the specific data will be sent to the given neighbors and maximize the playback qualify. Bittorrent andn CoolStreaming [1] are the typical mesh-based multicast tree protocol, they are instance of multiple sender multiple receiver. Bitterorrent is a prevalent shared files P2P network protocol, which finishes the location by adoption of a track server called Tracker. Nonetheless, other than it, Coolstreaming, which is implemented based on data-driven overlay network (DONet), belongs to fully distributed data acquisition protocol. DONet exchanges messages with related nodes regularly through extended Gossip protocol, to learn where to gain the required data from the neighbors, who to send its own data. Currently, PPLive, QQLive, AnySee [27] , MySee, GridMedia are implemented in this topology multicast technology. Differing from data-driven Push method which adopted by CoolStreaming, Prime mesh-based multicast protocol [28] resorted to receiver-driven Pull method, which not only effectively resolved how to balance and restrict aggregated flow and merging flow in live system, but also overcame the impact to utilization resulted from the bottleneck of bandwidth and contents, as well as demonstrated Swarming and Diffusion should be comprised in forwarding patterns of every segment with the same direction of flow (2) Media Streaming Scheduling Algorithms Media streaming scheduling algorithms are affected by the characteristics of media streaming, the structure of multicast trees and the playback behavior of users, etc. It is mainly separated into 2 categories: static scheduling and dynamical scheduling. Generally, Push patterns are applied to media streaming scheduling algorithms, so as to accommodate to the popular programs and tree-like topology systems (such as NICE, SplitStream, CoopNet); while Pull patterns are adopted by dynamical scheduling algorithms, which is more adapted to unpopular programs and mesh-based topological systems (such as PROMISE, CoolStreaming).
Static scheduling algorithms involve: periodically broadcast algorithm [29] , Pyramid [30] algorithm, and Skyscraper [31] algorithm, etc. Periodically broadcast algorithm plays the program in every given period; Pyramid and Skyscraper algorithm divide media streaming into several segments, then use broadcast or multicast channel play programs. The distinction between them is that Pyramid divides programs into segments whose length increase exponentially, while Skyscraper cuts the media streaming data proportionally.
Dynamical scheduling algorithms include: FCFS, Chaining algorithm, Batching algorithm, patching algorithm, and Piggybacking [35] . FCFS guarantees the fairness, but its efficiency leaves much to be desired. Chaining links the nodes according to their arrival sequence, the frontal nodes sever the back ones by cache. Batching binds different users' request together to trade better resource utilization with users' waiting time. In patching algorithms, to get the earlier streaming data, the nodes which join in a multicast later will find a former node as the patching server, while it is receiving live programs. Effectively reducing the cost of bandwidth for servers is most important advantage, while it will also render the longer start delay, owing to depending on a network layer multicast and requiring client to receive multiple flows. Thereby, it will be lack of enough flexibility and scalability in the large-scale networks. P2Cast [36] is the classical representative VoD system of the application for Patching algorithm. Piggybacking merges a program to the nearest multicast channel, by accelerating or reducing the playback speed of a single channel. This method needs users to tolerate the change of the speed of playback, but the local storage room can be left out, comparing to Patching.
C. Load Balance and Congestion Mechanism
To ensure the playback quality of media streaming, some measures must be taken in the transmission process. This is because: (1) the "best effort" working style of TCP will likely result in congestion, it will further lead to packet loss of timeout, which will limit the effect of playback. (2) in order to accommodate to the disparity between different nodes or improve the throughput of the overall network system, load balance needs to be implemented in P2P media streaming application.
Congestion control consists of diagnosis and recovery, avoidance, which is the key aspect. Keeping the load balance of nodes can be benefit to avoid congestion; usually the following approaches are taken: adjustment of sending rate based on congestion feedback packets, priority-based group discard and game theory-based bandwidth distribution, etc. The first approach can further divided into sender-based congestion control pattern and receiver-based congestion control pattern, it is implemented on the foundation of rate control, rate adaptive coding technology and rating pruning technology. P2P congestion diagnosis and location aim to eliminate interruption and reduce the time of location. In the procedure of fault detection, cache is often used to guarantee the continuity of media streaming, the primary methods involve: flooding (such as GnuStream), centralized (DirectStream), DHT-based (such as Chord) and semi-centralized (such as Tapestry and PPLive). Backup servers is an excellent way for the recovery of media streaming congestion, it includes vertical recovery mechanism and horizontal recovery mechanism. The restricted nodes send the upstream nodes request for retransmission media streaming data in the vertical recovery mechanism, while they will request neighboring nodes in horizontal mechanism. The coding technology is also conducive to the recovery of media streaming congestion.
IV. DATA PROCESSING AND OPTIMIZATION
At the transmission level, data processing can be categorized as pre-transmission data processing and post-transmission data processing, while in the light of data sources, it can be separated into server data processing and inter-nodes data processing, server data processing technologies range from: disk scheduling strategy, RAID technology, Striping technology, hierarchical Storage and fault-tolerant disk. Under the P2P network pattern, media streaming data processing mainly refers to the data processing between nodes, it contains data coding, data redundancy and fault-tolerance and data recovery.
A. Data Encoding
Data Encoding is a vital part of media streaming processing technology, which plays an important role in the improvement of fault-tolerance, decrease of data transmission, more adaptive to the heterogeneity of network and advancement of data security. Simulcast and transcoding are commonly used in early VoD technology, to adpat to different bandwidth between various requesters. Now, coding technology has worked well in many aspects of media streaming QoS, which mainly includes Layered coding [37] , Multiple Description Coding, Network Coding and Scalable Coding.
(1) Layered coding (LC) and Multiple Description Coding (MDC) LC divides video flow into a basic layer and several enhanced layers, the former, which embodies the basic video information, can be encoded separately; while the contents of the latter is on the purpose of improving QoS, and certain hierarchical relationships are involved in different layers. It means that not until all the lower layers are received, the higher layer cannot be decoded. The original videos are partitioned into numbers of video flows by MDC, which can be encoded individually either, and higher quality of decoding video can be achieved when many video flows are merged together. The disparities between MDC and LC are that LC is the accumulation of code, while DMC is not; LC is more adaptive to encode the multi-rate transmission system, it can be ameliorated from time domain, space domain and image qualify, while DMC is more right for channel transmission of high BER, and can also meet real-time demands, but it will lead to unfavorable overhead. Obviously, both MDC and LC are parts of adaptive coding and scalable video coding (SVC), both of them generate video flows by real-timely adjusting parameters of encoder, and both of them have advanced the QoS of the transmission of multipath media streaming on unreliable channels. (2) Network Coding (NC) Different from off-line coding scheme which mentioned above, such as LC and MDC, NC works online. The main idea for NC is dividing video flows into multiple data segments, then send out them after encoding these data segments, and the nodes which request for video can recover the original video, just by receiving enough linearly unrelated data, while never need to care about the IDs of the data blocks received and the data blocks scheduling. The principle for NC of 2-bit data c and d which transmitted from source A to destination F and G are shown in Figure 2 . In the routing pattering (Figure 2(a) NC, based on max-flow min-cut theorem, is a potential coding technology, which has obvious advantages in reducing transmission delay, advancing network throughput, improving load balance, saving energy and enhancing robustness of network. However, the following aspects of is still worthy of study: (1) how to apply NC to multisource multicast network; (2) how to combine NC with multiple description hierarchical network; (3) how to implement variable rate NC and the awareness of NC to routing; (4) how to define the reasonable granularity, since excessive small blocks will increase both the computation and additional information, while oversize blocks are not suitable for transmission. (3) Scalable Coding Scalable coding has excellent performances in image quality, resolution, frame rate, details and computation, etc. It can be divided according to quality, time-domain, and space-domain. Currently, it can be classified based on the following approaches: wavelet transform, object, MPEG-4, etc. The theoretical foundations of them are wavelet, H.264 and MPEG-4. Wavelet scalable coding is stemmed from the characteristics of wavelet: multiple resolution, linear time complexity, etc. 3-dimension wavelet scalable coding is the most important direction of scalable coding research. Object-based scalable coding extends the scalable coding method to specific blocks in images, such as humans and objects. Thus, it is flexible, but is bounded to the development of object cutting, extraction and synthesis. MPEG-4-based fine granularity scalable technology, compress the original video into basic layer bit streams and fine granularity enhanced layer bit stream, it adopts DCT-based(Discrete Cosine Transform) bit plane coding scheme to generate enhanced layer, and can be divided temporally and spatially. Although it copes with the change of bandwidth, the efficiency is not favorable.
The characteristics of the above media streaming transmission coding schemes are donated in Table 1 
B. Data redundancy strategies
P2P media streaming redundancy technology mainly refers to caching technology, which is the key component of P2P media streaming data processing. It aims to promote cache hits for more data blocks to avoid the increasing overhead caused by Peer accesses server. The following ingredients should be taken into account: (1) Peer nodes' disk-cache-size and must the frame be arrived before playback. ( 2) The agent server should be used or not [38] . Agent server can effectively cut down the load and bandwidth of source server, which is a significant redundancy strategy that taken by early media streaming processing; (3) Use active cache or passive cache. Which data should be cached, which one should be discarded, and taken what data duplication strategy? (4) The probability characteristic of service requests, for instance, generally, service requests fellow Zifp Distribution [39] or Possion Distribution, under this circumstance, Queue Theory can be used to model the service; (5) Support the operation of VCR? Such as fast forwarding, fast rewind, drag-and-drop, etc.
(1) Cache Strategies and VoD of P2P Media Streaming On the purpose of serving other nodes by making effective use of limited disk space store media streaming data blocks, caching maximally improved data sharing between nodes. From the view of storage methods, recent data cache, initial data cache and global specific cache are the most commonplace and effective ones. Recent data cache refers to each Peer caches a segment of data received recently, and initial data cache stores the part of data from target programs in each Peer, and in the global specific cache Peers cache the data in given range, in the light of global strategies. They focus on different aspects individually, recent data cache is beneficial to improve cache hit, initial data cache is sprung from that most of users will play the video from the beginning of media streaming, while the global management of data is implemented in global specific cache. In accordance with the number of programs be cached, it can be separated into single file cache policy and multiple files cache policy.
The typical recent data cache technology is applied to VoD service systems with different queue length, such as P2VoD [5] , and central index-based VoD service systems with equal queue length, such as DirectStream [12] . P2VoD divides video into multiple data blocks, and each node uses FIFO queue to cache recently played data blocks. The key idea of PeerVoD is dividing data blocks, according to the "generation", it groups data blocks into several "generations", in the light of the range of data block which cached by Peer. The minimum block ID is shared by the nodes in the same "generation", but blocks stored in the FIFO queues of each node depend on the time of joining the system. When the nodes join the system, they will check if the first block of target program is still stored in the nodes at the top layer of the "generation" tree, if true, they can join the existing multicast tree directly, otherwise, a new data channel will be applied on source server; When a severed parent s in a certain generation is interrupted, the interrupted node q under the service of s just needs to apply for the data block from the former "generation" nodes of s, it avoids to connect with source server or search the multicast tree again; and if a general node p fails or leaves the system, the node q which is effected in the same generation can apply for data from the nodes in the same "generation", since the Peers recorded the information of other nodes in the same generation, besides that of parent node. Differing from PeerVoD, DirecStream records and maintains the status of all nodes, via central node, which usually is server, and central control protocols are adopted. Its advantage is respond to requests from any position of the target program, when a node is participating in. However, it hardly meets large-scale application.
Patching flow-based distribution architecture P2Cast [36] is the representative of initial data cache, whose essence is the extension of Patching strategy under the P2P environment. Each Peer is also receiving the initial data segment (say Patching flow) of its vacant program, when it is receiving the media streaming from multicast tree to playback. All Peers are caching T seconds of data for the initial segment of target programs in P2Cast. From the moment of a certain node is joining the system, P2Cast will build an application layer multicast tree with the nodes that arrive in T seconds, and every multicast tree will occupy a channel of server. In addition, server will distribute dataflow from the beginning part of the target program in each channel. Nonetheless, every Peer needs more cache space and receives two dataflow simultaneously, the bandwidths of leaves nodes are idle and it doesn't support drag-and-drop in P2Cast.
Distinct from the above approaches, global specific cache is applied to P2PStream [4] , which cluster the Peers, in accordance with their prefix information of IP addresses. Each node gets data from other nodes in the same cluster with it. Meanwhile, it gets the information about if a node should cache data and which data should be cached by central server. The detailed procedures are as follows: when a new arrival p applies to taking part in system, S will determine whether p is going to cache data and which data, is cached by p in the light of the volume of data requests and supplies, then it will send every new participant a two-dimensional list which is used to label the Peers who supply data, and the volume of data stored. So, it makes easy for new participants to learn where and which data can be gotten.
(2) Caching Processing Strategies To rationally make use of cache space, streaming media are generally divided into many small blocks in fixed sizes, before pre-fetching data according to a given strategy. These data will be replaced by a certain strategy, when the storage space is full. Pre-fetching methods includes sequentially pre-fetching, smallest block first pre-fetching and randomly pre-fetching. In practice, streaming media are separated into multiple segments, randomly pre-fetching and smallest block pre-fetching are adopted in a same segment, while sequentially pre-fetching is applied to inter-segments. P2P media streaming replace strategies involve FIFO, LRU (Least Recently Used) and LFU (Least Frequently Used), LRU and LFU judge how streaming media is popular by recent access time and access frequencies, respectively. But, perhaps, these strategies are not very precise, so they need to be combined sometimes. The segment caching and distance-aware segments replace algorithms were discussed in [41] , PROP [38] proposed a replace strategy based on popularity. Performance can hardly be improved by purely increase the size of cache, since the leaving node will lead to access miss of other nodes. Building incentive mechanisms to prolong the online time of nodes or copy popular files actively are reasonable settlements for this predicament. Therefore, data cache for streaming media optimization method is still worthy of in-depth study.
C. Data fault-tolerance and recovery
Data fault-tolerance and recovery is another significant problem in P2P media streaming data processing, the traditional approaches are FEC (forward error correct), fault-tolerant coding, etc. The basic idea of FEC is adding source encoding before channel encoding, it means to add given number of redundancy information into the compressed source coding flow which is waiting to be sent out, to ensure the receiver can recover correct source data from the false channel coding flow. In order to improve fault-tolerance of FEC data in P2P media streaming, the traditional end-to-end FEC strategy is reformed into multiple steps FEC strategy. Fault-tolerant coding sacrifices coding efficiency for advances error control, while MDC coding can both improve throughput and fault-tolerance. Apparently, improving the data fault-tolerance by the combination of FEC and MDC will be a research tendency. Regular heartbeat and flooding are used to check the validity of data. The former means every data node will report their existing status to the corresponding to directory node, if the directory node does not receive heartbeat in the stipulated time, it will regard the data as invalidity; flooding will broadcast the message to check the validity of data.
V. DATA SECURITY IN P2P MEDIA STREAMING
The openness, equivalence, autonomy of P2P achieve a great success, and these factors also make P2P face greater security holes relative to other systems . The deterrence of network security which is from IP network layer, overlay network layer and application layer in P2P media streaming are pointed out in [42] . At IP layer, it faces IP address embezzlement, IP address routing attack and IP message forge, juggle or wiretap, so the traditional safe protection measures are needed, such as firewall, intrusion detection, route protection and message encryption. For the overlay network layer, it will be exposed to IP route attack and node overload attack (it is similar to DoS attack). The former will destroy the structure of topology and performance of router; the solutions contain adjustment, protection, redundancy backup and fault-tolerant recovery. Node overload attack aims to exhaust the processing capacity of target nodes, and it can be prevented by intrusion detection and access control technologies. The rigorous identity authentication is significant measure to resolve overlay network secure issues, but the typical symptom of main deterrence confronted by P2P media streaming in application layer is the pollution of files, which include fairness absence, such as free riding, and trust absence, involving environment absence, identity absence and behavior absence. These issues can be tackled by socialized approaches, since fairness and trust has socialized natures. Fairness can be resolved by incentive mechanisms, while trust models [7, 44] and reputation models [45] are needed by the latter. They will be discussed as follows.
A. Trust Model
Trust is the infrastructure for the stable operation of P2P media streaming network, it reflects the comprehensive assess of one user to the anther. The basic environment trust, middle level identity trust and top layer behavior trust should be included in trusts pointed out in [42] . Environment trust is the foundation, which consists of message encryption, message authentication and error control; while identity trust is a necessary technology, it can be implemented by signature, digital certification, etc. Behavior trust judges if a behavior can reach expected objectives, according to whether the partners' behaviors conform to stipulations. From the perspective of information feedback, trust models can be classified as global trust model, such as EigenTrust [45] and PageRank, and local trust model, such as PeerTrust [7] ; while with respect to the theoretical features of models, they can be divided into structural P2P network trust model, Bayesian Network-based trust model [46] and Fuzzy Logic trust model [47] , etc.
(1) Global Trust Models: EigenTrust and PageRank, etc.
The trust model proposed in [45] computes local trust according to the historical trades, and then continually computes the unique global trust through iteration of trusts between nodes. This model has global perspective and more objective trust degree, such as PageRank algorithm. On the one hand, however, it also needs central server (such as eBay and Taobao) or the support of distributed global algorithm (such as P-Grid and Eigentrust), and the computation overhead is high in large-scale p2P network. For example, PageRank needs a large estimation matrix, and there are more than billions of elements in each row of the matrix. On the other hand, it is vulnerable to the attacks of dishonest evaluation from malicious nodes; the subjectivity of trust is another deficiency of this model, because it views the evaluations of a specific node given by all other nodes are equal.
(2) Local Trust Model: PeerTrust and Bayesian Network Trust Model, etc.
Since most of nodes in P2P network just work in a small region, and the trading peers are strange to each other, local trust model is more adaptive to P2P network compared with global model. The local trusts are computed, in this model, for given nodes or resources, in the light of the shared information, which can be gotten by inquiring other ones. PeerTrust is a typical local trust model. It both regards trade satisfaction as the parameter to evaluate trust, and takes the number of trades, the reliability of feedbacks, as well as the trading context into account. What's more, it contains the distributed implementation of this model in structural P2P network. Local trust-based model is widespread, such as Bayesian network-based trust model and NICE [48] .
(3) Structure-based Trust Model Before computing the trust between peers in the same group, the trust between group and other nodes, and the trust between groups, structure-based trust model will separate the nodes into different groups, to form a synthetic trust evaluation system. The key of the model is how to group the nodes and how to calculate the trust. In the light of group partitioning approaches, it includes content and interest-based partitioning, location-based partitioning. Additionally, the computation of trust involves direct trust and recommended trust, and the relationships of nodes in a group can take distributed organization and the structure can be organized further.
(4) Bayesian Network-Based Trust Model Bayesian network-based trust model which was proposed in [46] computed the node's trust by statistics of β probability density function, and the statistics usually takes binary evaluation, which counts the number of positive evaluation and negative evaluation, respectively. Then, the trust of nodes is calculated by average. This model works well in small-scale network, such as Gnutella network, or large-scale Gnutella network with small-world features. Its advantages lie in high flexibility and convincing credibility as it is based on Bayesian probability theory and can calculate differing aspects of trusts according to different requirements, such as download speed and file qualities. When the node is not sure about the credibility of the supporter, the trust relations can be built by the recommendation of other nodes. Therefore, how to find the recommended information effectively is a tough problem in recommendation-based trust model.
(5) Fuzzy Logic-Based Trust Model Distinct from binary assessment, fuzzy logic-based trust model utilizes many-valued logic to represent credibility, and it represents credibility with the different level via defining functions. Meanwhile, it thinks that the level of node is changing gradually, not suddenly, so the credibility of a node doesn't belong to a certain level completely, but it also doesn't be accepted from a certain level thoroughly. The trust and credibility can be represented with verbal fuzzy concepts, and the individual trust level can be described by defining function proposed in [47] . It not only considers the individual criterion and social criterion before synthesizing trust, but also takes ontological criterion into account. Fuzziness of human is the key of Fuzzy logic trust model, it means humans are not sure about the boundary of trust and the trust is blending, it is similar to the trust of nodes.
B. Incentive Mechanism
To improve the distribution efficiency of P2P media streaming application system and the fairness of users, as well as avoid the emergence of insufficient resources and excessive consume, it is necessary for P2P system to provide incentive mechanism to limit negative impact of free-riding. Presently, the representative incentive mechanisms range from direct reciprocity, such as tit-for-tat, indirect reciprocity of reputation mechanism, individual similarity-based tags mechanism and virtual currency mechanism, etc. Theory game-based TFT mechanism works as follows. The partner will always cooperate at the first time, then it will adopt the strategy which used by another partner last time. The essence of TFT mechanism is "more work, more pay", which guarantees the fairness and have made a great success in Bittorrent. If the mechanism is reformed by adopting the thoughts of tax system, say "able person should do more work", TFT will become asymmetrical TFT mechanism. Reputation-based mechanism uses the reputation of nodes to get the deserved resources, such as bandwidth. If a node wants to get better service and higher reputation from system, it must cooperate and contribute more actively. The classical application for this mechanism is EigenTrust [45] . Differing from the reciprocal system discussed above, individual similarity-based tags mechanism carries out incentive mechanism, in the light of individual characteristics. Virtual currency mechanism refers to increasing or decreasing virtual currency according to supporting service or getting service. The number of currency reflects its capacity to get service, and it is similar to the practical VIP mechanism. This mechanism rests on the reliable and secure P2P network, and needs to avoid forging currency attack. Incentive mechanism can greatly improve the distribution efficiency of P2P media streaming. However, it is hard to find a general theoretical model for overall system, for the respective pros and cons of various mechanisms, such as game-theory, social network and economic model, as well as queuing theory and stochastic process.
VI. FUTURE WORK
With the continuous development of network technology, P2P media streaming is increasingly significant for application research. In respect of QoS, many related technologies are involved: network security of P2P, information security, P2P measurement, P2P media streaming distribution, etc. To begin with, the basic concepts and primary issues, as well as core technologies in P2P media streaming are given. Then, the application layer multicast tree, data processing distribution, data coding, trust model and incentive mechanisms of P2P media streaming technology and their pros and cons are analyzed and discussed; the application scenarios and disparities between them are compared. Notwithstanding, the practical applications are confronted with myriads of challenges and opening problems: (1) the research of network security, such as the protection of digital copyright for P2P media streaming; (2) the measurement and optimization for P2P media streaming topology. The challenge for maintenance of P2P network topology is depended on the dynamicity of it. Therefore, relating topology optimization algorithms are required, to reduce the average playback delay, improve average playback quality, and cut down the consuming of bandwidth for server; (3) location issues, which not only influence the searching efficiency for P2P media streaming service nodes, but also contribute to VCR operation, such as fast forwarding, fast rewind, drag-and-drop, etc. (4) the research into heterogeneity of P2P, involving the adaptivity of bandwidth and routing.
